Mitre Blocks / Mitre Boxes / Bench Hook

Woodworking

MITRE BLOCKS/BOXES

Made from high quality beech, the sides and
bases are glued and screwed together to
provide extra strength and durability. With
accurate slots for cutting 45° or 90° angles,
designed for use with tenon or back saws.
Ideal for use when cutting picture frame
joints and general carpentry work.

230mm (9in)

230mm (9in)

FAIMBLOCK9
£7.53 Ex VAT
£9.04 Inc VAT

FAIMBOX9
£12.00 Ex VAT
£14.40 Inc VAT

Block Length: 230mm (9in)
Block Width: 64mm (21⁄2 in)

Box Length: 230mm (9in)
Box Width: 115mm (41⁄2 in)

305mm (12in)

305mm (12in)

FAIMBLOCK12
£8.28 Ex VAT £9.94 Inc VAT

FAIMBOX12
£14.33 Ex VAT £17.20 Inc VAT

Block Length: 305mm (12in)
Block Width: 64mm (21⁄2 in)

Box Length: 305mm (12in)
Box Width: 115mm (41⁄2 in)

Mitre Box-Skirting Bench Hook
This tunnel form box will accept
wide boards up to 25mm thick to be
clamped for cutting accurate mitres.
Saw guidance is against hard wearing
faces with integral clamping by thumb
screws. The step feature allows the
box to be steadied against a stop or to
be clamped in a vice. Designed to cut
external or internal mitres from the front
face of the moulding
up to a depth of
230mm.

A woodworking accessory that enables a piece of wood
to be held firmly in position while it is cut. It acts simply
as a support for the piece of wood currently being
worked on. By keeping the work piece firmly in
place, a bench hook can help prevent errors,
improve precision and increase safety.
It ‘hooks’ to the surface with one of
its two battens while the work piece
‘hooks’ against the other batten.
It is the forward pressure of the
woodworker’s hand on the work piece
and the forward cutting action of the
tools used to work the wood that hold
FAIBHOOK
the bench hook in place.
£13.72 Ex VAT

Size:
250mm x
130mm
£16.46 Inc VAT

Mitre Box-Coving

For cutting both internal and external coving up
to 127mm. Made from seasoned beech.

Length: 325mm
Width: 128mm
Height: 50mm
FAIMBSKIRT
£14.90 Ex VAT £17.88 Inc VAT

FAIMBCOVE125
£15.08 Ex VAT £18.10 Inc VAT
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